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About This Game

“Hey, Mister... Are you a lonely person?”

When his mother dies, our protagonist returns home to Wales for the first time in ten years to attend her funeral. Then, on a
walk in the countryside, he encounters a mysterious young girl.

Though her face is expressionless and her words are cold, the man soon forms a friendship with her… of sorts. However, their
meetings only leave him with more questions.

How did she know his mother, why does she have such a morbid fascination with death, and why does she look so much like his
childhood sweetheart?
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But only one thing is certain: there is much more to Lily than meets the eye.

Revamped version of an old VN made in 2014

Written by ebi-hime, author of Sweetest Monster, Asphyxia, and Emmeline Burns

OST by yuzuki, who composed for Strawberry Vinegar, and Windswept Night

Art by SillySelly, artist of Strawberry Vinegar, Empty Horizons, and Asphyxia

Around 25k words

Two different art styles to choose between

Hidden extra scene and author's notes

Will probably make you feel sad(!)
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I played this on my browser before and enjoyed it every since. It´s a Match-3-Game. If you like this kind of games, I think you
will like this game too.

If you don´t like Match-3... Then I don´t know, if you can have much fun with this game.
To be honest: it is very repetetive. Ok, there is a story. You have to rebuilt Athen. But to reach this goal you have to solve
match-3-puzzles. Many of them...

I purchased this game for less than 1,-- €. For this price, I had much fun with this game. But I like Match-3.
Otherwise you have to decide: Is the game worth the full price for you?. Really fun. Good fun time.. Great game, one of those
where you go in as best friends, but come out as mortal enemies.
5/5. I have not a single bad word about this game- it is not to hard or to easy, it is fast, it is fun.. Its a Crawl game but i had to re
play it to find what i did not like (LOL) to long ago , its the respawn if one of the main rooms that was frustrating to use needed
cures for this room every time you go in it. The game is really awful. Bad graphics, bad controls and bad music. Typical indie
garbage. Horrible.
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Very bad designed game that needs some serious work before it is worth its current price

- object collision is unprecise, you can collide with objects that already clipped out of the bottom. At least two times I got
obstacles so close to each other that it was not possible to pass them
- tried it out in controller mode with Steam Controller: No keys were assigned to any functions, so it didn't work in either the
game or menus
- no explanations or help in game. Other reviews and just randomly smashing keys teached me on how to play
- the soundtrack could be nice if it was longer than a minute
- the sound settings have no function at all
- advertised as dropping cards, but it has no badge. This was an INCREDIBLE puzzle / platform game. The levels definitely get
frustrating but it's great that they're short and easy to learn. Really interesting premise and controls! I'm so happy I found this
game, it was so much fun!. I loved this game. So far this is my favorite escape the room game. Easily forgot I was in my living
room and found myself avoiding tables and items in the game as if they were real. Its short but sweet. For that reason do not
look up any walkthroughs! Save the satisfaction for yourself!! Also this was a good intro to VR game. My aunt said she would
just take a look for a minute. She ended up playing this for over a half hour. As a non-gamer everything in this came naturally to
her.. To properly review this game, we have to travel back in time a little...

Welcome back to 2007, where the most popular game on Steam is Counter-Strike Source, where your game time isn't tracked,
where badges & cards don't exsist. It's also where, hiding in the deepest, darkest corners, indie devs pushed out games on Steam
without Early Access.

I like to call this epoch "The Dark Age of Indie Gaming on Steam". Ironic since it's in this epoch indie gaming boomed to-the-
max. Dark, obscure titles were pushed out on Steam which made Ricochet look cool.

Enter Vigil:Blood Bitterness, a game I bought July 2nd 2007 for 2,49USD during a "normal" sale, y'know, not like the ones we
have today. This game is a point & click "adventure"... erm... not even sure what to call it. All I remember was walking a few
screens away from the starting point and not being able to progress further. If I recall right, it had something to do with the
screen resolution ratio or whatnot. I clicked everywhere on the screen and pushed all my keyboard button. Nothing worked and I
just kept dying out of nowhere while this spooky volume-increasing music played in the background.

The art style is the reason I bought this game, nothing else. I though "hey, this black & white thing looks kinda cool, imma give
it a try". Even 11 years later, I still regret this descision and I still think about it sometimes like it's some sort of cursed game or
something. I won't ever know what this game was about, how it ends or what's in between. Maybe it's best I never know...

Today, you cannot boot this game since it was coded to be used with Windows XP and lower. The software used by the devs
could only be used for a limited amount of time and since then, the software was updated, making it so updating the old game
could not be possible. This game, these ideas, are lost forever in a digital abyss, a perpetual limbo of obsolescence.

Cannot recommend since it's broken and outdated. I rate this game ##ERROR## out of 10.

Rest in peace.. Great Game that all Wrestling fans should play. I only wish Valve would put later version of the game on steam
as it would be great to play an updated version.. This is one of the worst escape room games I have ever played. There is
basically only 1 room in the entire game. It has two "difficulty" levels that I have seen so far. Perhaps more after the "normal'
and 'hard' are beaten?

The first time I played the first level I unlocked all the locks and the bar didn't fall off due to a glitch. Had to redo it over to get
it to unlock. It worked on the second time through.

There are many situations where you cannot grab objects like you think you should be able to, not because you cannot actually
grab them, but because the game is super finicky about where you grab objects and it changes based on where the object is
placed.

When attempting to change clock time you cannot tap the buttons that I see reasonably. You have to "clench your fist" on them,
which looks weird and is a pain.. If you are a type of person who wants to interact with objects, etc. Then this game is not for
you. Super boring game and a waste of your time. 1\/10. Unfortunately, you're game falls far short of what is needed. Honestly,
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had those who made Limbo and INSIDE we're to take the roll. Of Trump actually having to traverse the swamp, and overcome
major challenges in the face of globalism, and liberalism, I think it would be epic. Maybe Molyneux and Styx could make a
cameo appearance or something of that nature. It blows my mind how many people are not capitalizing more on the global
drama right now.. Well I never thought controling a dog toy would be so well relaxing? Anyways, you will fail the challenges a
lot (which in all honesty I never thought I would have fun with that), that is until you can easily manuever the ball around and
time the jumps perfectly! The music is smoothing and and the artwork is stunning! For price of $2 it's a good one to pick up if
you're on a low steam card budget.

Viking Sisters released!:
Hurry up to get additional discount on Viking Sisters!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1074340/Viking_Sisters/. SOUNDTRACK NOW AVAILABLE:
HEY ROCKERS: FEEL FREE TO THROW A FEW DOLLARS AT THE ELLEN OST!!!

OR DONT.

I LOVE YOU ANYWAYS

https://johnshields.bandcamp.com/album/ellen-and-the-degenerates-rpg-ost. Update 22890:
Hi folks,

New update (hopefully) fixes a HUGE stability issue.

I think this is a big one. I think it will fix all the "doors won't open" and "can't pick up" kinds of errors, and also the "never
finishes loading" types of errors.

Let's give it a whirl this weekend while the servers are open. I'm going to reboot the poor, old, DDNA Dedicated Test Server
with the new update. My fingers are crossed.

Happy New Year everybody!

-Headshots. Daily repair:
repair

The countdown stops after reading the archive

It seems that only entering the lounge interface can restore energy, but not looking at the lounge can't restore energy

3 Freya 5th episode repeat

And so on... I've forgotten.

increase

Hold the mouse down to speed up the conversation.

Fix hotline: lisslotte@126.com. Build 0024:
Build 0024

-projectiles in 'bladestorm' rounds are now colored
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-reduced the number of slow motion events triggered by breakables
-fixed issues with 'bar locked' enemy sequence
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